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Background & Aims: Hepatitis B virus (HBV) has a DNA gen-

ome but replicates within the nucleus by reverse transcription 

of an RNA pregenome, which is converted to DNA in cytoplas-

mic capsids. Capsids in this compartment are correlated with 

inflammation and epitopes of the capsid protein core (Cp) are 

a major target for T cell-mediated immune responses. We inves-

tigated the mechanism of cytoplasmic capsid transport, which is 

important for infection but also for cytosolic capsid removal. 

Methods: We used virion-derived capsids containing mature 

rcDNA (matC) and empty capsids (empC). RNA-containing cap-

sids (rnaC) were used as a control. The investigations comprised 

pull-down assays for identification of cellular interaction part-

ners, immune fluorescence microscopy for their colocalization 

and electron microscopy after microinjection to determine their 

biological significance.

Results: matC and empC underwent active transport through

the cytoplasm towards the nucleus, while rnaC was poorly

transported. We identified the dynein light chain LL1 as a func-

tional interaction partner linking capsids to the dynein motor

complex and showed that there is no compensatory transport

pathway. Using capsid and dynein LL1 mutants we character-

ized the required domains on the capsid and LL1.

Conclusions: This is the first investigation on the detailed

molecular mechanism of how matC pass the cytoplasm upon

infection and how empC can be actively removed from the cyto-

plasm into the nucleus. Considering that hepatocytes with cyto-

plasmic capsids are better recognized by the T cells, we

hypothesize that targeting capsid DynLL1-interaction will not

only block HBV infection but also stimulate elimination of

infected cells.

Lay summary: In this study, we identified the molecular details

of HBV translocation through the cytoplasm. Our evidence

offers a new drug target which could not only inhibit infection

but also stimulate immune clearance of HBV infected cells.

Introduction
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a global health burden caus-

ing 800,000 deaths per year,1 resulting from chronic infections.

HBV is an enveloped pararetrovirus needing the nuclear tran-

scription machinery for multiplication.2 The virion contains a

capsid of 36 nm, which is composed of 240 copies of core pro-

tein (Cp). It comprises the relaxed circular (rc) viral DNA gen-

ome (rcDNA), the viral polymerase (pol) and heat shock

proteins. HBV enters cells by receptor-mediated endocytosis,3,4

leading to release of the capsid and retrograde cytosolic capsid

transport to the nucleus,5 subsequent passage through nuclear

pore complexes (NPCs) into the nuclear basket, followed
by rcDNA release.6,7 The rcDNA is repaired to a covalently
closed circular DNA (cccDNA), involving tyrosyl-DNA-

phosphodiesterase 2 (TDP2)8 and DNA polymerase j (POLK).9

cccDNA is the matrix for transcription of the viral mRNAs10

including the RNA, which is the template for Cp and pol transla-
tion. Pol binds to the pregenome, allowing its interaction with 

Cp, leading to assembly of RNA-containing capsids (rnaC). Gen-

ome maturation inside the capsid comprises reverse  

transcription and incomplete second strand DNA synthesis.11 

Capsids containing rcDNA (matC) form progeny HBV, while rnaC 

fail to interact with the viral surface proteins in cellulo,12 

although pregenome-containing HBV were found in some patients.13 

Infected hepatocytes contain rnaC, capsids with maturation 

intermediates, few matC, and – as Cp are overexpressed – empty 

capsids (empC). empC also interact with the surface proteins,14 

suggesting a similar structure to matC, which differs from that 

of rnaC. However, while empC interact with the nuclear import



receptor importin-b directly,16 matC need the adaptor molecule

importin-a demonstrating differences in exposure of the C ter-

minus of Cp (carboxyterminal domain [CTD]) to which both
importins bind.5,15 Such CTD exposure could also be observed

in rnaC, but only after CTD phosphorylation (PrnaC).16

Chronicity of hepatitis B is caused by an insufficient MHC

class I-mediated CD8+ T cell response directed against viral epi-
topes on the surface of infected hepatocytes.17 These epitopes

are predominantly derived from proteasomal degradation of

Cp,18 which then proceed via transporter associated with anti-

gen processing to the plasma membrane. Consistently, cytosolic

capsids are associated with liver inflammation in infected

patients.19,20

Current treatment is based on nucleos(t)ides analogues sup-
pressing genome maturation without affecting the very stable
cccDNA,21 requiring continuous inhibitor application. An alter-

native is PEG interferon a2b, which stably reduces viral load

in one-third of patients.22 These limitations ask for further

treatment options and several clinical trials are ongoing includ-

ing inhibitors of pol, HBV entry and secretion, capsid assembly

inhibitors or immune modulators.23

While immune modulators may lead to excessive cell death,

directly acting molecules neither eliminate cccDNA nor infected

hepatocytes. However, their clearance might be stimulated by

increasing the amount of cytoplasmic Cp, which are physiolog-

ically moved into the nucleus or removed by secretion. Of par-

ticular interest are empC as they are less stable than immature

capsids and matC24 and their degradation could increase core

epitope exposure.

Hepatocytes in infected livers exhibit numerous empty
nuclear capsids, indicating that nuclear transport is a major cel-

lular pathway for cytoplasmic capsid removal. However, the

high viscosity of the cytoplasm makes diffusion of larger struc-

tures inefficient25,26 requiring active translocation which is

mainly facilitated by microtubules (MTs) and which is highly

conserved from algae to man.27

MTs allow directed transport by tubulin polymerization or

depolymerization as it occurs e.g. during chromosome segrega-

tion.28 With a velocity of approximately 25 nm/s29 this trans-

port is slow and is mediated by direct cargo tubulin-

interaction. The majority of cargos use molecular motors for

cytoplasmic transport. Retrograde transport is facilitated by

cytosolic dynein 1, which is composed of 12 to 14 chains

(Fig. S1). Two identical dynein heavy chains (DynHCs) move

the complex along the MT with a velocity of up to 1,000 nm/

s.30 DynHCs are bound to two dynein light intermediate chains
(DynLICs) and two dynein intermediate chains (DynICs).31 The

two DynICs are held together by a homodimer of DynLC8 – ter-

med dynein light chain LC8-type 1 or 2 (DynLL1 and DynLL2) in

vertebrates – which form a groove through which DynIC pass.

DynIC dimerization is further stabilized by the light chain,

DynLC7 – named roadblock 1 and 2 (DynLRb1 and DynLRb2)

in vertebrates – and homodimers of dynein light chain Tctex-

type 1 or 3 (DynTctex 1 [DynLT1] and DynTctex 3 [DynLT3]).

While most of the dynein chains exist only in association with

the dynein motor complex, a significant part of DynLL1 is not

associated with cytoplasmic dynein,32 but acts as a chaperone

supporting dimerization, which is mediated by interaction with

the same groove to which the DynIC binds.

Consistent with the chaperone function, numerous DynLL1

interaction partners have been described,33 but only interaction

with ‘deleted in azoospermia’ (Dazl), which is required for

mRNA localization in mammalian male germ cell development, 

was proven to be DynLC8-dependent.34

Material and methods
Glutathione S-transferase protein production and 

purification

The dynein light chains, their mutants and DynIC were 

expressed as glutathione S-transferase (GST)-fusion proteins in

E. coli. Following bacterial lysis, the fusion proteins were puri-

fied using glutathione Sepharose
®

according to the vendor. In

some assays, the GST portion of GST-DynLL1 was cleaved by fac-

tor Xa and removed. Detailed protocols on mutagenesis, protein

expression, purification and cleavage are given in the supple-

mentary information.

Capsid preparation
The supernatant of HBV-expressing HepG2.2.15 cells was used

to prepare matC. After stripping off the surface proteins by NP-

40 and purification,6 the capsids were characterized for

capsid-enclosed viral DNA by PCR and by Southern blot. Surface

protein removal was verified by immune precipitations. rnaC

was obtained by Cp expression in E. coli as described previ-

ously.35 These capsids exhibit the same structure as capsids

containing the RNA pregenome with the exception that the

polymerase is absent (resolution limit: 10–11 Å (symmetrized)

and 16–17 Å (asymmetric)36). empC was derived from rnaC by

nuclease digestion after dissociation followed by re-

association. Detailed protocols including capsid characteriza-

tions are given in the supplementary information.

Capsid – Dynein light chain interactions

A total of 0.5–2 l g of capsids was incubated with 2.5 l g of puri-

fied proteins or 1 l l rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL), approxi-

mately 100 l g protein, prior to sedimentation through a 60%
sucrose cushion. The sediment was analyzed for capsids by

native agarose gel electrophoresis (NAGE) and Western blot;

GST-fusion proteins were detected by Western blot after SDS

PAGE. Pull-down assays were performed using biomagnetic-

or glutathione Sepharose beads followed by Western blot for

detection of co-precipitated proteins. Details are described in

the supplementary information.

Capsid binding to in vitro polymerized microtubules 

Unlabeled and rhodamine-labeled tubulin was in vitro polymer-

ized on glass coverslips prior to incubation with 100 ng of cap-

sids in the presence or absence of RRL. Following 90 min 

incubation at RT and washing, the capsids were detected by 

indirect immune fluorescence. A detailed description is given 

in the supplementary information.

Microinjection and preparation of Xenopus laevis oocytes for 
EM

Defolliculated Xenopus laevis state VI oocytes were microin-
jected with 50 nl of capsids (5 × 108 empC and rnaC, 9 × 107

matC and PrnaC). The injection site was indicated by co-

injection of 1% bromophenol blue. In competition experiments

GST-DynLL1 or the H41Y mutant were co-injected in eightfold

excess with regard to one core protein dimer. After incubation

at RT, oocytes were fixed, manually dissected, and embedded

4in low melting agarose. After incubation with 1% OsO , the sam-

ples were dehydrated, EponTM-embedded, and cut into 50 nm



thin sections. Following negative stain on EM copper grids with

2% C4H8O6U and 2% C12H10O14Pb3, the samples were analyzed

by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or tomography.

For further details regarding the methods used, please refer

to the CTAT table and supplementary information.

Results
Retrograde transport of capsids to the NPCs
Having characterized the capsid species (supplementary results, 

Fig. S2) we microinjected rnaC, empC, matC and a rnaC mutant,
devoid of the CTD (DCC; aa 1–149, devoid of encapsidated RNA)
into the cytoplasm of Xenopus laevis oocytes at sites approxi-

mately 400–500 lm from the nucleus. We used these cells as

their large size allows much better discrimination between

active transport and diffusion. Investigating capsid arrival at

the nucleus 15 and 60 min post injection by TEM, we observed

that both matC and empC localized on the cytoplasmic and

nuclear side of the NPCs (Fig. 1A). Electron tomography verified

their localization and showed that thin section images result in

underestimation of the number of capsids per NPC by approxi-

mately threefold (supplementary Video 1). Few rnaC were

found at the NPCs (Fig. 1A) and DCC were never observed at

the nucleus. Considering the time and distance, these results

suggest that at least empC and matC move by active retrograde

transport.

To compare the efficiency of capsid displacement towards

the nucleus, we quantified the number of NPC-associated cap-

sids. We analyzed sections from different areas of the nuclear

envelope (NE) to avoid quantification close to the microtubule-

organizing center (MTOC) where capsids could have been more

frequent. The percentage of capsid-decorated NPCs increased

over time from 15% to 70% for matC and from 61% to 95% for

empC (Fig. 1B). The higher percentage of empC-associated NPCs

corresponds to the higher number of microinjected capsids.

With 5% of rnaC-associated NPCs after 15 min, rnaC

translocation was less efficient but the increase to 14% at 60

min indicated some transport.

Quantification of the average number of capsids per capsid-
associated NPC showed little increase throughout the observa-

tion period (matC: 0.6 to 1.2, empC: 1.9 to 2.4, rnaC: 0.1 to

0.9) (Fig. 1C), but in contrast to empC and matC, rnaC was never

observed on the nuclear NPC side. Thus, we conclude that empC

and matC exhibited a similar if not identical retrograde cyto-

plasmic transport capacity, while rnaC was less efficiently

translocated to and through NPCs.

Next, we investigated whether this transport required MTs,

by injecting an excess of anti-atubulin antibodies or an anti-
parvovirus H1 control antibody 30 min prior to capsid injection

(Fig. 1D). Quantification revealed that anti-atubulin antibody
pre-injection reduced the percentage of capsid-associated NPCs
to 7%compared to 93%in the control (Fig. 1E).

Capsid binding to in vitro polymerized MT
To analyze the capsid MT-interaction in more detail, we inves-

tigated the binding of matC, empC and rnaC to in vitro-

polymerized rhodamine-labeled MTs in the absence or presence

of cytosolic factors (Fig. 2A, B). We used RRL, as such a high pro-

tein concentration can hardly be yielded by in house cell lysates.

We observed that capsid binding occurred throughout the

entire MT length and was strongly enhanced by adapters

(Fig. 2A, B, C), but much stronger for matC and empC (matC:

7.2-fold; empC: 8.1-fold; rnaC: 1.9-fold). Further, empC- and

matC-binding was significantly stronger than that of rnaC

(Fig. 2D).

In vitro interaction of the capsids with dynein light chains 

The linker-dependent MT binding made dynein-mediated MT 

transport likely. To identify potential binding partner(s), we 

expressed the six different dynein light chains fused to GST 

(Fig. S3A). Functionality was verified by  pull-down  assays  of 

the DynIC from RRL (Fig. S3B).

We investigated the light chain fusion proteins for interac-

tion with the capsids using pull-down assays and co-

sedimentation through 60% sucrose cushions. Co-

sedimentation has the advantage that the native complex can

be analyzed without the need for a solid phase attachment site.

However, it has the disadvantage that the results are more qual-
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Fig. 1. Transmission electron microscopy of rnaC, matC and empC at the

nuclear envelope after cytosolic microinjection into Xenopus laevis

oocytes. (A) Electron micrographs of thin sections 60 min after microinjec-

tion. Capsids are indicated by arrows. N: nucleus, C: cytoplasm. (B) Percentage

of capsid-decorated NPCs at 15 and 60 min post injection. Quantification was

done on 126 sections derived from different sites of the NE of 14 microin-

jected oocytes. Analysis was based on 77 NPCs (15 min) and 106 NPCs (60

min) for empC, 99 NPCs (15 min) and 148 NPCs (60 min) for matC, and 113

NPCs (15 min) and 87 NPCs (60 min) for rnaC. Bars: 95% confidence intervals;

*: significance by unpaired Student’s t test with unequal variances. (C) As in B,
but showing the average number of capsids per capsid-associated NPC. (D) As

in A, but after pre-injection of anti-tubulin antibodies (left) or an unrelated

control antibody (right) 30 min before capsid injection. (E) Percentage of

empC-associated NPCs, based on 88 and 57 NPCs (control antibody, white;

anti-tubulin antibody, black) two hours post microinjection. empC, empty

capsids; matC, mature rcDNA; NE, nuclear envelope; NPC, nuclear pore

complex; rnaC, RNA-containing capsids.



itative than quantitative because of technical limitations arising

from small volumes (130 l l gradients). empC co-sedimented

with GST-DynLL1 and GST-DynRb2 (Fig. 3A left panels), but
DynRb2-sedimentation was capsid-independent, indicating

aggregation of GST-DynRb2 (Fig. 3A right panels). empC, derived

from in vitro disassembly and re-association after Cp purifica-

tion, also co-sedimented with GST-DynLL1, excluding the possi-

bility that CTD-associated RNA fragments were involved

(Fig. S4). GST-DynLL1-binding was also observed for matC,

while rnaC exhibited a poor interaction (Fig. 3B). Specificity of

the interaction with DynLL1 was further confirmed by using

the GST-fusion proteins of DynTctex1, DynTctex2, DynLL2, and

DynRb1, which did not interact with the capsids (Fig. S5). Thus,

we conclude that DynLL1 is the dominant if not exclusive light

chain capsid-binding partner and that the strength of DynLL1

binding correlated with cytoplasmic transport. The absence of

a DCC GST-DynLL1-interaction (Fig. 3B) further indicates that

poor exposure of the CTD on rnaC is responsible for DynLL1

binding and cytosolic capsid transport. For verification of this

hypothesis we used rnaC in vitro phosphorylated by protein

kinase C, which enhances CTD exposure.6 Phosphorylation in

fact increased GST-DynLL1 interaction (Fig. S4) and microinjec-

tion of these capsids consistently showed a similar efficiency of

transport in Xenopus laevis oocytes as observed for matC

(Fig. S6; 20% at 15 min), suggesting that CTD exposure is

essential.

To show that the capsid dynein-interactions are not different

between Xenopus laevis oocytes and hepatocytes, we then ana-

lyzed the binding of the different capsids to DynIC of cytosolic

extracts of the hepatoma cell line HuH7. This approach was cho-

sen as perturbations upon microinjections make the analysis of

active transport impossible and infections of HBV susceptible

cells cannot distinguish between transport of cytosolic capsids

and capsids in endosomal vesicles. Analysis of DynLL1 binding

in turn could reflect the interaction with the DynLL1 fraction,

which is unbound to dynein, not allowing conclusions about

capsid transport. Consistent with the need of MTs and dynein

shown in the previous assays, the pull-down assays confirmed

that empC and matC bound (indirectly) to DynIC, while binding

of rnaC was weaker and not observed for DCC (Fig. S7).

Binding of empC to DynIC requires DynLL1
As most DynLL1 interaction partners bind to dynein-unrelated

DynLL1, we then investigated if empC DynLL1-interaction still

allows DynLL1 to bind to DynIC. We used GST fused to the

DynLL1 binding site (aa 1–295)37 as expression of full-length

DynIC failed. Considering that GST dimerizes, we removed the

GST domain after factor Xa cleavage (Fig. S8). We tested hetero-

trimer formation by co-sedimentation, showing that DynLL1

sedimented only in the presence of the capsids (Fig. 4) and that

the capsid GST-DynLL1-interactions were specific for DynLL1

domain and not caused by GST. In the presence of empC, GST-

DynIC1-295 was sedimented in the presence of DynLL1 only,

supporting its function as a linker to dynein. Of note, the sedi-

ment contained only the full-length GST-DynIC1-295 expression

fragment, confirming binding specificity.

DynLL1 and DynLL2 differ in only six amino acids (Fig. S9A),
which we exchanged separately by site-directed mutagenesis.

Expression as GST-fusion proteins revealed a single band for

each mutant after purification (Fig. S9B) and pull-down assays
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using RRL revealed that all mutant proteins – except GST-

DynLL1H41Y – bound DynIC (Fig. S9C). However, binding to

empC was observed for all mutant proteins (Fig. S9D).

In vitro competition of the indirect empC MT-interaction by
GST-DynLL1

To investigate if another linker connects capsids to dynein with

regard to core protein dimers, we first used empC in vitro MT

binding assays, adding a 100-fold excess of GST-DynLL1. As

shown in Fig. 5A, the MT colocalization of empC was reduced

and quantification confirmed a significant decrease (Fig. 5B).

Competition of capsid binding using GST-DynLL1H41Y, also

reduced colocalization significantly (Fig. 5B), suggesting that

the reduction of empC binding was not caused by interference

of wild-type GST-DynLL1 with the dynein complex.

In vivo competition of DynLL1 and DynLL1H41Y with
retrograde empC transport

To demonstrate that the binding reduction corresponds to
transport inhibition, we microinjected empC with an eightfold

excess of a GST-DynLL1 or GST-DynLL1H41Y into Xenopus laevis

oocytes. Quantification of the capsid-associated NPCs revealed

that both GST-DynLL1 and the mutant reduced the number of

capsid-associated NPCs by sixfold at 15 and 60 min (Fig. 5C)

and the number of capsids per NPC by 2.5-fold (Fig. 5D). Consis-

tent with the reduction observed in in vitro MT capsid-binding

assay, the H41Y mutant also reduced empC transport, confirm-

ing that the inhibitory effect of wild-type GST-DynLL1 was nei-

ther caused by interference with preformed dynein complexes

nor that wild-type GST-DynLL1 interfered with dynein forma-

tion during the observation period.

Discussion
To date, few studies exist on cytoplasmic trafficking of HBV cap-

sids. Lipofection studies showed that MT-depolymerization by

nocodazole (Paclitaxel) abolishes initiation of replication in cel-

lulo and also transport of matC to the nucleus.5 MT-

depolymerizing agents are used for treatment of different solid

cancers, but their severe side effects prevent their use in HBV

treatment. To find more specific targets we analyzed cytosolic

capsid transport in detail. The use of different capsids allowed

us to address different steps of the viral life cycle: while inves-

tigations using empC focus on cytoplasmic capsid removal,

matC have significance on the infection process and cccDNA

amplification. The observation that both capsids were trans-

ported to the nucleus after cytosolic microinjection in Xenopus

laevis oocytes within 15 min, followed by a rapid increase

within 45 min, suggests an active retrograde transport using

dynein. This conclusion is in agreement with the need for MT

and with the velocity observed for adenoviral capsids in somatic

cells (3.6 lm/min38).
At the NE, rnaC were found less frequently and DCC were

never found. These findings led to the hypothesis that CTD

exposure is required, as the CTD is fixed inside the capsids’

lumen in rnaC,39 but exposed on matC6 and PrnaC. We interpret

the limited transport of rnaC as a result of a minor proportion of

rnaC containing less RNA, or capsid breathing allowing tempo-
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LC8-type 1; GST, glutathione S-transferase; matC, mature rcDNA; NAGE,

native agarose gel electrophoresis; PAGE, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis;

rnaC, RNA-containing capsids.



rary Cp dimer dissociation from the intact capsid,40 enabling

CTD exposure.

In vitro binding to in vitro polymerized MT showed the need

for a soluble cytoplasmic factor, which is in line with the use of

dynein, which could be confirmed in lysates from hepatoma

cells. Binding along the entire length of the MT further sup-

ported this conclusion and argues against a movement via tubu-

lin polymerization. Attachment of empC and matC to MT in the

binding assays was similar, although slightly better for empC. In

contrast, rnaC showed a much lower level of colocalization with

MTs, which is consistent with its reduced transport rate in Xeno-

pus laevis oocytes.

To search for a potential interaction partner on the dynein
motor complex we used dynein light chains expressed as GST-

fusion proteins. The finding that all fusion proteins interacted

with DynIC from RRL demonstrated not only a proper folding

of the DynIC binding groove, but also their physiological dimer-

ization capacity. Thus, we conclude that the identification of

DynLL1 as the only capsid interaction partner amongst the

dynein light chains (except DynRb2) was based on a proper con-

formation. Our results on capsid binding correspond to the

transport capacity of the different capsids in that it was very

low for rnaC even upon prolonged exposure time of the Western

blot. In agreement with this correlation, we did not observe any

DynLL1 interaction with DCC.

Acting as a linker to the dynein complex, DynLL1 needs
simultaneous binding to DynIC and capsids. This was confirmed

by co-sedimentation of the multimeric DynIC-DynLL1-capsid-

complex. This assay requires high capsid amounts and was thus

restricted to empC.

Strikingly, no binding was observed for DynLL2. Mutating the

six amino acids differing between DynLL1 and DynLL2 showed

that the DynLL1 H41Y mutant failed to bind DynICs. All mutants

bound empC (Fig. S9A), allowing us to use GST-DynLL1 H41Y as

a control, which cannot interfere with the dynein complex.

To exclude the role of DynLL1-independent pathways, we
demonstrated that an excess of GST-DynLL1 reduced empC

MT colocalization to a level similar to that observed for rnaC,

leading to the conclusion that DynLL1 is at least the major bind-

ing partner linking the capsids to MT via dynein. This presump-

tion was confirmed by the co-microinjection experiments of

empC with GST-DynLL1, showing a reduction of empC transport

to the level of rnaC transport (13% vs. 14%). As the co-injections

of GST-DynLL1H41Y yielded the same reduction, we further con-

clude that inhibition by GST-DynLL1 was not caused by forma-

tion of non-functional dynein due to GST-DynLL1 incorporation

into dynein.

In summary, our study identified DynLL1 as a functional

binding partner for matC and empC. We identified the outer

surface of this 89 aa-long protein, as a binding region, which

does not interfere with its function in the dynein motor com-

plex. Thus, we conclude that targeting this domain could be a

possible drug target for hepatitis B and that the comparison of

wild-type DynLL1 and DynLL1 H41Y mutant structures will fur-

ther help in rational drug design.

Numerous interaction partners have been described for the

different dynein chains but evidence for their implication in

transport is frequently lacking. It has been functionally verified

is that roadblock is involved in the transport of Rab 6 for vesicle

transport41 and Tctex1 is needed for transport of the small

GTPase RagA.42

While most of the dynein chains exist only in association

with the dynein motor complex, a significant part of DynLL1

is not dynein-associated.32 Thus, several proteins e.g. Bim,43

occupy the same binding grooves required for DynIC binding.

Viral DynLL1 binding partners were also reported, as e.g. the

foamy virus capsid protein, gag, which colocalizes with DynLL1

at the MTOC.44 As DynLL1 also binds to the MTOC via the cen-

trosomal protein CDK5RAP2,45 no conclusion regarding the

implication of this viral-DynLL1 binding on transport can be

deduced. Another example is the bovine immunodeficiency

virus, which interacts with DynLL1 and which needs retrograde

transport via MT for infection. Overexpression of dynamitin,

which dissociates the dynein-bound dynactin complex from

dynein, reduces viral infection,46 indicating that in fact dynactin

is, in fact, the functional interaction partner. As reviewed by

Barbar47 only the dynein interaction with Dazl, which is

required for MT-dependent mRNA localization in male germ cell

development in mammals, was proven to be DynLL1-

dependent.34 Thus, we conclude that our data for the functional
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Fig. 5. Competition of empC – MT interaction by GST-DynLL1. (A) In vitro binding assays. Fluorescence microscopy of in vitro polymerized rhodamine-labeled

MT (red) and empC, detected by indirect immune fluorescence (green) in the presence of RRL. Left: control without GST-DynLL1, right: in the presence an excess
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overlapping with MT. Each point shows the result of one microscopical field. (C) Percentage of empC-decorated NPCs at 15 and 60 min post injection. Light blue
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mutant. Quantification was done on 123 sections derived from different sites of the NE of 10 microinjected oocytes and based on 99 NPCs (15 min) and 148
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need of DynLL1-binding for HBV capsid transport is the first evi-

dence of a viral cargo.
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